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ABSTRACT

Experiments in the life sciences often involve tools from a variety of domains such as mass spectrometry, next generation sequencing, or image processing. Passing the data between those tools often involves complex scripts for controlling data flow, data transformation, and statistical analysis. Such scripts are not only prone to be platform dependent, they also tend to grow as the experiment progresses and are seldomly well documented, a fact that hinders the reproducibility of the experiment. Workflow systems such as KNIME Analytics Platform aim to solve these problems by providing a platform for connecting tools graphically and guaranteeing the same results on different operating systems. As an open source software, KNIME allows scientists and programmers to provide their own extensions to the scientific community. In this review paper we present selected extensions from the life sciences that simplify data exploration, analysis, and visualization and are interoperable due to KNIME’s unified data model. Additionally, we name other workflow systems that are commonly used in the life sciences and highlight their similarities and differences to KNIME.

1. Introduction

Graphical workflow systems are used in many areas of research and commerce to model complex processes. Typically a workflow in such a system is composed of different processing nodes that pass data to each other and can be augmented with titles, annotations and descriptions. This makes them a viable alternative to custom scripts which often lack documentation, require the data to be formatted for called tool or have dependencies that are not necessarily in place on every system on which they are supposed to run.

The workflow system KNIME (Berthold et al., 2007) is an open source software that aims to solve these problems by providing a platform that can be extended easily with new tool integrations, has a strongly-typed data system and allows workflow creators to document the steps performed by the workflow in detail. Additionally, old nodes in KNIME are never completely removed from the program but are deprecated so that workflows built with old versions can still be run and produce the same results years later. The user interface of KNIME is shown in Fig. 1.

Apart from the free and open source KNIME Analytics Platform, KNIME also has commercial offerings. The KNIME server provides a platform for sharing workflows. It has a web interface and is connected to a KNIME instance for executing workflows remotely on demand or according to a schedule. Also commercially available are the Big Data Extensions and the KNIME Spark executor.

For data and life sciences these properties of a workflow system are crucial, as workflows can serve as documentation for experiments themselves and facilitate reproducible science. KNIME ships with an extensive catalogue of processing nodes, but its strength is the availability of a multitude of extensions for various research areas. As a platform that embraces the integration of tools and provides a shared data structure, KNIME allows nodes from different research areas to be mixed to create truly cross-domain workflows. In this review paper we present some of the extensions that enable KNIME to be a very capable workflow system for life science research.

Section 2 introduces plugins for data analysis and the integration of popular scripting languages, Section 3 provides an overview over the life science extensions for areas such as cheminformatics, image processing, mass spectrometry and next generation sequencing. In Section 4 we briefly describe other useful additions available for KNIME and in
Section 5 other workflow tools for the life sciences are presented. We summarize the main points of this review in Section 6.

2. Data analysis extensions

One of KNIME’s strengths is its multitude of nodes for data analysis and machine learning. While its base configuration already offers a variety of algorithms for this task, the plugin system is the factor that enables third-party developers to easily integrate their tools and make them compatible with the output of each other. In this section, we present tool integrations that are of special interest for users in the data sciences.

R is an important tool, not only for data scientists but also for scientists in other research areas. It is a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics (R Development Core Team, 2008). Its greatest strength is its extensive package ecosystem, created by a large community of developers and scientists. Notable libraries include such for building classification and regression models (Venables and Ripley, 2002; Jed Wing et al., 2016), for visualization (Wickham, 2009) and for computations on large datasets (Dowle et al., 2015). Among scientists, R is a popular environment for analysis and visualization. KNIME therefore provides multiple nodes that integrate this environment into the platform, allowing interoperability between the two systems and thus the reuse of existing scripts and packages. These nodes allow KNIME users to process their data tables and to generate visualizations in R; all embedded in a workflow and with results in a format that can be processed further with other nodes.

Recently, the programming language Python has become a strong contender for the data analysts programming language of choice. The development of open-source libraries such as SciPy (Jones et al., 2001) and SciKit-Learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) as well as the language’s ability to use native libraries easily, especially for efficient algorithms, has made it a popular tool for data scientists. While R’s style of programming is focused on statisticians, Python is a general purpose programming language with a large set of packages for developers who want to delve into data analysis. KNIME includes Python in various processing nodes for data processing, model learning and prediction, and the generation of visualizations.

Another integration worth mentioning is WEKA (Hall et al., 2009), a set of machine learning algorithms for data mining in Java programs. WEKA provides various models and algorithms for regression and classification, such as neural networks, self-organizing maps, Naïve Bayes and many more. Bindings for R and Python are also available. KNIME’s nodes for WEKA 3.7 algorithms can execute the libraries’ algorithms on KNIME data tables and make generated data and models available on general purpose ports, facilitating further processing with other tools.

It is especially thanks to the work of Yann LeCun and Yoshua Bengio (LeCun et al., 2015) that the application of deep neural networks has boomed in recent years. The technique, which utilizes neural networks with many layers and enhanced backpropagation algorithms for learning, was made possible through both new research and the ever increasing performance of computer chips. The design of a suitable architecture for a deep neural network is an important part of acquiring a well-performing predictor and therefore is of special importance for a tool that learns deep neural networks. In KNIME this requirement is met by providing a collection of nodes for modeling and assembling such a network in a workflow, adding new layers by connecting nodes with each other and feeding the final structure into a learner node that tunes the model’s parameters on the training data. A predictor completes the package and enables the application of deep neural network predictors on new, unseen data. By utilizing the Deeplearning4j library\(^1\) for model representation, learning and prediction, KNIME builds upon a well performing open source solution with a thriving community. An example workflow for the integration is depicted in Fig. 2, where Deeplearning4j and KNIME Image Processing are used to predict the font of a character in an image. The workflow can also be found on the KNIME example server.

3. Life science extensions

3.1. RDKit

RDKit (2013) is an open source toolkit for cheminformatics – working with molecules in the computer. The core data structures and algorithms are written in C++ for performance and maximum portability. Wrappers around the C++ are provided for programming
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\(^1\) https://deeplearning4j.org/.
languages like Python, C#, and Java to allow the toolkit to be used in many different environments. The toolkit provides a broad range of functionality for working with molecules as both 2D and 3D objects. This includes support for conformation generation, chemical reactions, a range of chemical file formats, etc. RDKit has a large and active user community and has been integrated into a number of other open-source and commercial projects.

The first RDKit nodes for KNIME, developed in a collaboration between KNIME.com AG and the Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research (NIBR) and released in 2011, provided a set of standard functionality to allow working with molecules in KNIME workflows. At the core of this was the addition of an RDKit molecule type that allows efficient information exchange between nodes. In the 6 years since the initial release, NIBR has continued to expand the set of nodes and adapt them as new features like Python integration and streaming execution have become available in KNIME Analytics Platform. Today the RDKit nodes support molecular operations running the gamut from parsing standard molecule formats to generating customized 2D renderings to conformational analysis and 3D molecule alignment. The RDKit KNIME nodes are distributed as part of the KNIME trusted community nodes and the source code is available in github.2

The core RDkit functionality used in the RDKit nodes is also being utilized in two other sets of community nodes: those from Vernalis3 and the Erl Wood nodes from Eli Lilly.4

3.2. OpenMS

In recent years, mass spectrometry coupled to liquid chromatography (LC–MS) has become a vital part of experiments conducted in the scientific fields of proteomics and metabolomics. Separating proteins, peptides or metabolites in a chromatographic column over long periods of time, and acquisition of high-resolution mass spectra of the intact entities as well as their fragments results in a significant amount of data. Additionally, new types of instruments and experimental techniques are developed constantly and soon after applied in laboratories to gain insights on complex biological questions. The mass of data and its variety requires efficient and adaptable computational solutions to be processed. One type of software fulfilling these needs are workflow systems. They combine independent, reusable constituents into larger analysis workflows and are therefore able to address experiment-specific requirements.

A rich set of such building blocks for mass-spectrometry data analysis is provided by the standalone, cross-platform command line tools of The OpenMS Proteomics Pipeline (TOPP) (Kohlbacher et al., 2007) which are built on top of the OpenMS C++ library (Rost et al., 2016) (an open-source software solution and programming framework for computational MS). It features more than 150 tools executing a wide range of computational mass spectrometry related tasks. For instance, it provides tools for spectra filtering, identification, and quantification of peptides, proteins, or metabolites. External software, like database search engines (such as Mascot Perkins et al., 1999, X!Tandem Craig and Beavis, 2004 or MSGF + Kim et al., 2008), is tightly integrated and consistently used via adapters.

Initial workflow construction capabilities were added with the graphical user interface TOPPAS (TOPP Assistant) (Junker et al., 2012) in 2012. However, designed for fully automated processing, TOPPAS shows severe limitations in downstream analysis and visualization capabilities. These inadequacies led to efforts towards a seamless integration into a full-featured, well-established workflow system which was found in KNIME. To achieve this goal, two missing features had to be designed:

a) a thorough machine readable description of command-line tools, and
b) a method for automatic generation of KNIME nodes based on these descriptions.

Finally, the implementations of the above mentioned features are the following:

a) the common tool description (CTD) format,5 an XML-based description of a tools function, inputs, outputs and parameters, and
b) the GenericWorkflowNodes project6 that automatically generates source code for a KNIME node for any command line tool that provides such a CTD.

All tools provided by OpenMS naturally offer exporting their own interface as CTD for even more streamlined integration.

A major difference between regular KNIME nodes and generically generated OpenMS nodes is due to their origin from command line tools (potentially written in any language). Therefore they accept files instead of tables as input. To still allow interaction between them, we included a set of nodes to load the content of mass spectrometry data files (e.g., in the community-driven mzTab Griss et al., 2014 format) into KNIME tables. Every connection between OpenMS nodes is checked for matching file types and prevents connecting incompatible nodes. The parameters of the tools/nodes and their documentation are available via a generic interface for the known KNIME configuration dialog. To allow more complex workflows a set of standard KNIME nodes were rewritten to allow the input/output, looping, merging, or splitting files and file lists.

Ultimately, the integration significantly extends OpenMS’ data

4 https://tech.knime.org/community/erlwood.
6 https://github.com/genericworkflownodes.
processing capabilities allowing for sophisticated downstream analysis and visualization. The user can build a single, automated workflow that processes the initial raw MS data, generates peptide, protein, or metabolite quantities and allows extracting biological knowledge leveraging KNIME’s data-mining and visualization capabilities. Integrating with well-known R packages for proteomics data analysis (e.g., isobarBreitwieser et al., 2011, MSQRob Goeminne et al., 2016, or MSSStats Choi et al., 2014) or by utilizing existing KNIME plugins for cheminformatics (e.g., to visualize chemical structures of metabolites) further extends the methodological repertoire of bioinformaticians.

Workflows, once created in KNIME, can also be run from the command line. This enables fully automated processing of large numbers of files and provided flow variables allow to control important parameters in the workflow. The same variables may alternatively be exposed through input nodes and presented in the user-friendly web interface of a (usually more powerful) KNIME Server, essentially providing an XML-based description of the command line arguments for each tool. A CTD file is used to generate a generic KNIME node from the GenericWorkflowNodes project, which is later deployed as a KNIME plugin and made available through KNIME’s update mechanism.

In SeqAn we incorporated a CTD-writer into our argument parser, which provides an easy way to parse command line arguments and options, supporting file types, as well as various option types, such as STRING and INTEGER types, tuples, and many more. Thus, any program using SeqAn’s argument parser, including all the applications developed in SeqAn itself, can write a CTD file and hence be integrated into KNIME. Since most applications developed in the bioinformatics community read files of special formats and standards containing either raw or preprocessed data and write the result to an output file of various formats, we implemented special input/output file ports for the CTD generated KNIME nodes. These input/output file ports allow seamless integration of file based nodes, where the output file port of one node (application) can be connected to the input file port of a successor node (application) as long as the file formats are compatible. This significantly improves the usability when designing and executing pipelines as KNIME workflows with our applications. Users also benefit significantly from the ability to transfer the tool’s help page into the KNIME node from the CTD. Thus the documentation of the node’s arguments and options are available in the UI of KNIME.

With the integration of SeqAn tools into KNIME it became a lot easier to implement entire sequence analysis pipelines including preprocessing and post-processing steps that were otherwise mostly handmade and error-prone due to the usage of many unmaintained scripts. Moreover, the workflows can be executed head-less on a server or in the cloud and also may support large compute clusters for an even faster execution.

In Fig. 3 we show a simple workflow for the identification and quantification of microorganisms within microbial communities using combination of SeqAn nodes and KNIME python and color nodes.
quantification of microorganisms within microbial communities (Dadi et al., 2016). The workflow is composed of KNIME python nodes for some pre- and postprocessing steps and SeqAn nodes for reading and for applying the program SLIMM on the mapped reads in the taxonomic profiling section.

3.4. ImmunoNodes

ImmunoNodes (Schubert et al., 2017) is another KNIME integration that relies on the Generic KNIME Nodes framework to call command line tools from within a work-flow. The applications embedded in this plugin are written in Python and the FRED 2 (Schubert et al., 2016) framework and enable users to perform (neo-)epitope, cleavage site, and transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP) prediction, as well as human leukocyte antigen (HLA) genotyping, and epitope-based vaccine design. In order to make the plugin platform independent, the python scripts are wrapped in Docker images. These Docker images are then called by a special executor available in the Generic KNIME Nodes framework.

3.5. Image processing

Automated state-of-the-art microscopes allow the acquisition of high resolution, multidimensional images with only minimal user interaction required. This means they can generate a plethora of heterogeneous image datasets. Investigators often combine classical image processing techniques with leading-edge algorithms from the field of machine learning and data mining as well as established statistical analysis and visualization methods in order to solve the great diversity of image analysis problems. Typically, scientists have to transfer the data among different tools manually or come up with highly-custimized scripts in order to automate their analysis process. Both solutions are often error-prone, inflexible, opaque and irreproducible; consequently, in many cases, previous work is shelved without reexamination, and is sometimes lost completely (Dietz and Berthold, 2016).

Similar problems have been identified previously in other scientific communities and the huge impact of KNIME Analytics Platform inspired these scientific communities to develop KNIME Image Processing (KNIP) (Dietz and Berthold, 2016), extending the KNIME Analytics Platform by integrating previously isolated tools and algorithms from bioimaging and beyond. In the spirit of integration, the core of KNIP is built on the same technologies that have driven the latest versions of heterogeneous data-types (e.g. molecules or sequences), they also open the doors for explorative design of bioimage analysis workflows and their application to process hundreds of thousands of images.

In conclusion, the KNIME Image Processing extensions not only enable scientists to easily mix-and-match image processing algorithms with tools from other domains (e.g. machine-learning), scripting languages (e.g. R or Python) or perform a cross-domain analysis using heterogeneous data-types (e.g. molecules or sequences), they also open the doors for explorative design of bioimage analysis workflows and their application to process hundreds of thousands of images.

4. Other extensions

Apart from plugins that were developed specifically for data and life sciences, KNIME also provides extensions for other use cases and areas of research. Here we want to mention the text processing (Thiel, 2009) and the network mining (Thiel et al., 2009) plugins as well as the various ways in which data can be im- and exported into/from KNIME. The example workflows for the text and network mining extensions can also be found on the KNIME example server, which is available from every KNIME installation.

Research of basically all areas produces a huge amount of textual artifacts such as papers, books, Internet discussions, and lab reports. Extracting valuable information from those sources is usually a tedious task due to the sheer amount of text. Automated methods for information extractions can therefore be a useful tool for augmenting other data with information from the above mentioned sources. However, text is not an easy data source to tap, as it may contain ambiguities, sarcasm, complex and long sentence structures, rhetorical questions, and context sensitive meaning. Usually text processing follows a clear cut pipeline and is therefore well suited for integration into a workflow system. Tasks from this pipeline include:

- Inferring the document structure (title, abstracts, references, tables, etc.)
- Tagging words with a Part-of-Speech Tagger
- Inferring word stems
- Creating Bags-of-Words
- Filtering stop words that are irrelevant for the analysis
- Calculating the sentiment of a sentence or document

For all those and many more operations the KNIME text processing extension provides nodes that operate on a custom data format that can be embedded into standard KNIME tables. Fig. 4 depicts a workflow that loads documents retrieved from PubMed, performs preprocessing and then learns a model to distinguish between documents about AIDS in humans and cancer in mice.

Another research area – one that has received a surge of attention through the rise of social networks – is network mining. It is concerned with extracting useful information from a network of connected nodes to find substructures, patterns or nodes with many in- or outgoing connections. The KNIME plugin for network mining is built for handling large networks and provides nodes to create, generate, manipulate, analyze, and visualize those structures. An example for network mining can be found in Fig. 5. Here data about publications from PubMed is parsed into a network and the most important authors for a given keyword are extracted.

KNIME’s network mining extension also has an integration with the open source bioinformatics software platform Cytoscape, which can be used to visualize molecular interaction networks and biological
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7 https://github.com/seqan/slimm.


9 http://www.cytoscape.org/.
pathways. Installing the KNIME Connector plugin in Cytoscape enables users to exchange networks between the two tools.

An important feature for any data processing tool is the capability to read data from a variety of heterogeneous sources and also write results back to them. In KNIME data are imported using nodes that usually have no input port. Integrating a new data source is only a matter of implementing such a node and passing the read data to the next node. Most data importing nodes directly transform the data into KNIME’s native table format so that they can be processed easily by the many other processing nodes KNIME offers.

Apart from the natively available file import nodes for various formats and the JDBC database connectors, there are many KNIME extensions that handle connections to more specialized data sources. One of these extensions, for example, can read data from MongoDB, one of the leading NoSQL databases.

Especially important nowadays is the support for connections to cloud storage providers, as the huge amounts of data that scientists deal with are not usually stored locally. With the right extensions installed, KNIME can load files via FTP (File Transfer Protocol), Amazon S3 (Simple Storage Service) and Microsoft Azure Blob Store. A commercial extension provides access to data stored on HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System).

Another source of data that scientists often tap into are web services. KNIME offers generic nodes for downloading data from such services, but also has dedicated nodes for the most important ones. The specialized nodes require less technical expertise from the user, as they provide easy to use configuration interfaces that are tailored to the service. For the life sciences KNIME provides specialized nodes for access to biodata and compound databases, such as PRIDE, PubChem, BARD and PeptideAtlas. Additionally there are nodes for drawing data from Twitter, Google and SPARQL web services.

5. Comparison with other workflow tools

There are many workflow systems apart from KNIME that are widely used in life science research. In this section we want to present some of them and, if available, list literature that reviews and compares them with KNIME and one another.

A quite extensive review of the six workflow management systems Discovery Net, Taverna, Triana, Kepler, Yawl, and BPEL can be found in Curcin and Ghanem (2008). Here, the authors analyze the different systems regarding their handling of data and control flow and provide a high-level framework for such comparisons.

The commercial tool Pipeline Pilot provides a graphical interface for authoring scientific workflows. Originally the tool was meant to orchestrate the execution of cheminformatics tools, but has gained capabilities for other domains through a variety of extensions. Such plugins for Pipeline Pilot are grouped into so-called collections, of which many are suitable for use in the life sciences. Among others, Pipeline Pilot offers collections for cheminformatics, bioinformatics, imaging and statistics. For a comparison between Pipeline Pilot and KNIME we refer the reader to Warr (2012).

Another commonly used workflow tool for the life sciences is the open source software Galaxy (Goecks et al., 2010). This web-based tool allows users to start jobs on a computing backend from their browser, enabling multiple users to access a single instance over the network. The Galaxy system’s strengths lie in its tight integration of tools and data sources from the life sciences, which are available in the Galaxy Tool Shed, a central repository for tools that are compatible with the workflow system. At the time of writing the tool shed contains 4807
tools, most of which are for domain specific analysis of life science data. OpenMS, SeqAn and RDKit, for example, are available for installation. Machine learning can be integrated into Galaxy via WEKA, but generally KNIME provides a wider variety of general purpose statistics and machine learning tools, which come bundled with every installation. While Galaxy can be used in a single user setting, it works best for collaboration when it is installed on a central server and accessed over the network, using the browser as an interface. KNIME provides a similar setup through the commercial KNIME Server, which provides sharing and remote and scheduled execution of workflows.

Another tool for designing and executing workflows is Taverna (Oinn et al., 2004). Though it was originally devised as a tool for building bioinformatics workflows, it has matured into a workflow management system for many domains and recently transitioned to be a project in the Apache Incubator.12 Taverna consists of multiple parts: a graphical workbench, a command-line, a server and a player. First workflows are composed locally in the workbench, where the user has access to various processing nodes and data sources. Then the workflow can either be executed from the workbench directly, or saved in Taverna’s workflow definition format SCUFL2. Workflows exported in this format can be executed from the Taverna Command-line or remotely on the Taverna Server. Once a workflow is deployed to the server, users can open them using the Taverna Player in order to run them interactively. The Taverna workbench comes with an integration to myExperiment,13 a website for publishing and sharing scientific workflows. KNIME offers this integration as part of the de.NBI/CIBI plugin.14

The tools presented above are all used in various areas of the life sciences, but their main task is the orchestration of external tools that exchange files with each other. Natively, KNIME goes a different way by encouraging a deep tool integration that is compatible with KNIME’s table format. With this approach data are embedded into table cells allowing for easy tool interoperability without the need for file conversions. The Generic KNIME Nodes framework that is used by OpenMS and SeqAn more closely resembles the tool orchestration paradigm of Galaxy and Taverna, though nodes for transforming data between both worlds are available.

In terms of downstream statistical analysis KNIME not only provides an integration of WEKA, like Galaxy also does, but additionally comes with many native tools for machine learning, statistics and visualization.

A tool that is more similar to KNIME is Orange (Demšar et al., 2013), a workflow tool that builds on the large foundation of Python libraries for data analysis and machine learning. Orange has a very easy to use user interface with large icons and lets users annotate their workflows with arrow pointers and text. The data processing nodes, called widgets in Orange, reside in a neatly arranged drawer on the left side of the workflow. The widgets Orange ships with are mainly for data import and preparation as well as machine learning and visualization. New widgets can be downloaded and installed separately. Among others, there exist extensions for bioinformatics, text mining, image processing and network mining. In total Orange has fewer nodes than KNIME, which may be an advantage for beginners who can easily obtain an overview of what is possible with the tool, making it easy to find the widget that is required.

In terms of workflow execution Orange takes a different approach than KNIME and the other tools. Upon insertion into the workflow, widgets are executed immediately, so that the user does not have to worry about starting the process or monitoring its execution. For quickly analyzing small data this is very useful, as results appear almost instantaneously, but when large amounts of data have to be processed the computation may cause the user interface to become unresponsive. The lack of a progress indicator may be confusing for the user in such cases.

In conclusion the choice for the right workflow tool depends on the task one wants to accomplish. Orchestrating the execution of many command line tools is a task for Galaxy, while an analysis of life science data with subsequent statistical analysis and visualization is best carried out in KNIME or Orange. Orange with its “ad-hoc” execution of nodes caters to scientists doing quick analyses on small amounts of data, while KNIME is built from the ground up for large tables and images. Noteworthy is that none of the mentioned tools provide image processing capabilities as extensive as those of the KNIME Image Processing plugin (KNIP). Orange, for example, which has an extension for image analysis, provides only a single widget that can transform images into feature vectors, which can then be processed further by other widgets.

6. Conclusion

Workflow systems as a platform for a multitude of tools provide the unifying framework for data transfer and flow control that custom scripts are often lacking. KNIME, as an open source software, focuses on integration and therefore allows third party developers to easily embed their tools and make them interoperable with each other, independent of their respective domain. We presented a slew of projects from the Life Sciences that have integrated their software into KNIME, giving the scientific community the opportunity to create pipelines that combine data retrieval, exploration, analysis, and visualization. These projects include software libraries for mass spectrometry, next generation sequencing, and image processing as well as tools for cheminformatics. But KNIME also integrates many tools that, even though they are not specifically designed for life sciences, provide important capabilities for data retrieval and visualization and statistical analysis. Various database connectors let users load their data from heterogeneous sources and scripting support enables scientists to quickly write data processing nodes in their favorite scripting language. The integration of WEKA as well as many custom implementations of common data mining algorithms complete the scientists’ toolbox. Compared to other tools KNIME focuses on a deeper integration of tools and tries to manage the data that flows in the workflow by itself. Tools like Galaxy and Taverna, on the other hand, rather orchestrate command line tools that exchange files. Orange is very similar to KNIME in that it has extensive machine learning capabilities, but focuses more on the analysis of smaller data sets. We conclude that there are workflow tools for a variety of different use cases and that it is the scientists task to choose the tool that fits the problem at hand best. While there are certainly overlaps, each tool excels at its intended purpose.
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